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Measure the surface and atmospheric properties

 Radiative transfer 

code predicts the at-

sensor radiance

 Comparison to sensor 

output gives the 

calibration
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Reflectance-based method has been shown to be 

successful for radiometric calibration
 Multiple groups at multiple locations have used it for a variety 

of sensors

 Moderate care will provide results with absolute uncertainties 

<10%

 Experience with a specific set of collection protocols and sites 

improves results
 Precision rapidly improves

 Biases can still be present caused by reflectance collection 

and aerosol models

Reflectance-based method



Use of reflectance overcomes difficulties of relying on 

field radiometers maintaining absolute calibration
 Instrument effects in the upwelling radiance measurement are 

minimized

 Absolute radiance is no longer needed

 Instrument only need be stable over a period of minutes not 

days

 Allows use of less rigorous and more portable instruments
 Reduces cost of instruments

 Increases capability of instruments that are of high cost

 Could in theory be used from aircraft

 Reduces uncertainties from atmospheric effects

 Added cost of aircraft is still an issue

 Reflectance of surface tends not to vary as much with time as does 

radiance
 Allows a single measurement to be used over a broader range 

of time

 Allows for spatial sampling

Advantages



 Measurements of the 

upwelling radiance of the 

test site are referenced to a 

standard of known 

reflectance

 Instrument is a commercially 

available spectrometer

Surface reflectance overview



Solar radiometry is a common approach to obtain a 

wide range of atmospheric parameters
 View the sun directly

 Knowing the sensor calibration allows us to compute spectral 

transmittance

 Spectral transmittance can be used to determine aerosol, 

ozone, and water vapor amounts as well as aerosol type

Atmospheric measurements



Optical depths as a function of wavelength allows the 

aerosol size distribution, column water vapor, and ozone 

to be determined

Atmospheric parameter retrieval
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Multiple radiative transfer codes are available for use in 

the reflectance-based method
 Past work has compared these and shown them to agree 

within the uncertainties of the inputs

 Modtran’s DISORT

 Gauss-Seidel iteration

 Doubling-adding

 Monte Carlo
 6S

 Differences between the way aerosol and reflectance inputs 

are included causes most of the differences in results

 Effects larger at short wavelengths

 Biggest effects are treatment of aerosol phase functions 

and aerosol absorption

 Brighter surfaces reduce the effects of the choice of radiative 
transfer

 Near-nadir view angles do likewise

 Clear atmospheres

Radiative transfer codes



Imagery from the same time as the ground collection is 

used to determine image-based radiance
 Image data provides either

 Counts or digital number

 Radiance

 Spectral radiance

 Determines whether approach is 

a calibration or radiance 
validation

Image output



Processing level of the imagery plays a role in the 

approach used and simplicity
 Raw data can 

create 

interesting 

artifacts

 Raw data do not 

have as many 
resampling 

artifacts

 Ground control 

points help 

locate area of 

interest

Image output


